God’s love knows no barriers. St. Pascal’s...where all people matter.
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Dear Friends:
It's the season when many of our younger St. Pascal's people are returning to
college. I recently read an article, the result of an unofficial poll among Catholics
who had been college students, that seems to debunk some popular assumptions
about how going off to school impacted their lives of faith. There is sometimes a
widespread preconception that college is where Catholic youth go to abandon their
religious beliefs and practices. I'm sure that's true for some. After all, such
newfound freedom in living away from home is the occasion to question everything
that parents or guardians have insisted be done up to now, including being attached
to the church. But the data I read indicate that this might not be as prevalent an
instinct as we may think. Speaking personally, although I was already strongly
attached to the parish in high school, I think that my college experiences of prayer
and liturgy did more to cement my Catholic faith than to undermine it. And it
seems that I'm not alone in that opinion.
The survey results (published in the Jesuit magazine America and taken from
among its readers) showed that 69 percent of respondents overall said that their
faith was, in fact, strengthened while in college. It was even more impressive
among those who attended Catholic colleges (78%) but it was still robust (62%)
among those who attended secular schools. Why are these numbers so strong?
According to the respondents, 42 percent credit the activities of campus ministry
efforts, which is more than double any other reason offered. For many (20%) it
was the result of independent initiatives to explore their faith more profoundly.
Other resources include the influence of friends, or a local parish church, or
participation in community organizing. It is true that 15 percent of respondents
reported that they quit practicing their faith while in college, and six percent of
those said that they "lost their faith completely." While that is regrettable, it is still a
number that is far lower than my assumptions would have thought.
I am not a qualified interpreter of statistics, but it all seems to me to reiterate the
critical importance of instilling religious formation and practice in family homes
while children are young. There's no avoiding the fact that college (or whatever life
experience follows high school) will force upon young people a need to consider
critically what they believe about God and church, and why. Surely some of the
child-like answers to faith questions that once seemed adequate will need to be
reconsidered as a person becomes an adult. But that can be a marvelous
opportunity to grow, and not merely a threat or an invitation to cynicism. But a
young person needs to have some sort of baseline sense of what he/she has been
taught to be true before they are sent out into the wider world. How does one
respond to challenges to faith if one doesn't really know what it is to begin with?
We've been doing (as I'm sure you've noticed) a ton of baptisms lately at our parish,
the majority of whose families I never see again after the ritual. That's unfair to
both the parish and the child, but mostly to the child. To nurture the gift of faith,
which only God can give, is the most precious treasure that a parent or guardian
can pass along to a young person, and so it's the most tragic when it doesn't happen
through regular formation at home. It seems to me to be a real cruelty to throw a
young adult out in to our world, such as it is, without a sturdy sense of his/her
religious identity. Thankfully, if this survey is to be believed, it seems that the vast
majority of parents understand that. They should be applauded and supported for
that incredibly important ministry.
Fr. Mike Byron
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